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Abstract
In this thesis, I designed and implemented a new approach of applying Genetic Al-
gorithms to the Jop-Shop Scheduling Problem. In my implementation, I created a
population mechanism which uses genocide to maintain solution diversity, and an
elite population of superior solutions to improve search time and overall results. My
chromosome representation assigns priorities to each operation to be scheduled, re-
lying on forcing techniques to generate feasible schedules. I also introduced stepped
genetic operators, so that the GA can control how much genetic information each par-
ent contributions to the generation of a child. Finally, my implementation was tested
using well known benchmarks, and the results indicate my approach is as successful
as the best known GA methods in the literature.
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Chapter 1
Background
1.1 Description of Job-Shop Scheduling Problem
The classical n x m job-shop scheduling problem (JSSP) consists of trying to schedule
n jobs on a set of m machines, where each job is made up of a specific sequence of
operations that must be performed on a particular machine. In the classical JSSP,
every job has one operation for each machine, so that each of the n jobs must visit
each of the m machines exactly once. The machine sequence differs from job to
job, as do the times for each operation. See Figure 1-1 for an example of a typical
job-shop problem and Figure 1-2 for the Gantt chart of one particular schedule that
satisfies the constraints. In Figure 1-1, the table entries consist of the machine that
will perform that operation, followed by the processing time in hours. I use a prefix
notation in these figures and the rest of the thesis to indicate which machine, job, or
operation is being discussed. For example, M1 refers to the first machine, while (J1,
02) refers to the second operation in the first job.
Of course the classical JSSP differs from common job-shop problems in industry.
For example, most jobs do not need to visit each machine in the shop. Also, for some
jobs, there might be alternate ways to process a job (i.e., we could perform operation
B before A for a particular job, or A before B). Additionally, in a real job-shop, there
is repetition of machines, so certain tasks can be done on interchangeable machines.
But, because of scope constraints, I will only be dealing with the classical JSSP in
Op 1 Op 2 Op 3 Op 4
Job 1 (M3, 1) (Ml, 3) (M2, 6) (M4, 7)
Job 2 (M2, 8) (M3, 5) (M1, 5) (M4, 4)
Job 3 (M3, 5) (M4, 4) (Ml, 4) (M2, 1)
Job 4 (M2,5) (M1, 5) (M3,5) (M4,3)
Figure 1-1: The specification for a 4x4 JSSP
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Figure 1-2: A sample Gantt for 4x4 problem
this thesis; however, my methods could be easily extended to deal with these other
considerations.
Of course, the object of the JSSP is not just to find one particular schedule
that satisfies the problem, but to find the optimal schedule for some criteria. The
most common optimization criteria for the JSSP is minimizing the makespan. The
makespan is defined to be the difference between the time when the first job is started,
and the time the last job is completed. This is the criteria that will be used for all
of the experiments because it is the easiest to compute, and it is the most common
benchmark in the literature, including the classical Fisher-Thompson 6x6, 10x10,
20x5 benchmarks [Muth & Thompson 1963]. Other criteria include minimizing la-
bor expenses, minimizing machine costs, or minimizing lateness of orders. The ap-
proached discussed in my thesis has not been intentionally designed to create efficient
makespans, so it should generalize well to these other criteria.
1.2 Genetic Algorithms
Finding the optimal schedule for a JSSP is not an easy task, especially if you consider
that for an n x m JSSP, there are 0(n!m) possible schedules. For just a modest 6x6
problem, this leads to 14 quintillion possible schedules. In fact, the JSSP has been
shown to be among the most difficult problems in the NP-complete class [Garey &
Johnson 1979].
Because of the high dimensionality of the search space, and the non-linearity
between the sub-problems of scheduling, traditional search/optimization techniques
do not hold much promise. Exhaustive search/optimization algorithms based on such
techniques as branch and bound have been extensively studied in the context of JSSP,
and do yield favorable results, but do not scale well with the size of the problem.
Other techniques such as simulated annealing and taboo search seem to show some
promise[Kobayashi, Ono & Yamamura 1994, Taillard 1994], but need improvement.
Over the last decade, applications of genetic algorithms (GA) to JSSP have been
shown to be one of the more effective ways to solve these complex problems. Genetic
algorithms is a field of artificial intelligence that attempts to solve specific optimiza-
tion problems through the use of a rudimentary model of evolution. This model
consists of four elementary parts pertaining to natural evolution: a population of
individuals, a natural selection mechanism, mutation, and breeding.
In GAs, individual chromosomes represent specific solutions to the optimization
problem. In the beginning of the GA process, a whole collection of these chromo-
somes are created randomly to make the initial population, referred to as seeding
the population. Using the optimization criteria, a fitness level is assigned to every
chromosome, indicating how strong a solution it is to problem. This fitness level is
then used to select parents for crossovers, which generate new chromosomes through
combining two parents (breeding), and mutation, which randomly change some of the
chromosome information in one parent to create a new child. This process is repeated
until a certain threshold is met, or until the population converges to a best individual.
GAs can be viewed as a way of exploring the search space of a problem in a general
manner. They are useful because they perform both local searches around known
optimums and random searches to explore new parts of the solution space. Mutators
(mutation operators) allow for local searches because they create new chromosomes
from known ones, changing only small amounts of the genetic information. Crossover
operators enable the GA to escape local searches by combining the genetic information
from two diverse chromosomes. The resulting child will have characteristics of both
chromosomes, moving the GA into a new area of the solution space which is a mixture
of the two parents.
Chapter 2
Population Mechanism
A population mechanism is the algorithm a particular GA implementation uses to
evolve a set of chromosomes. For instance, the population mechanism controls such
decisions as which chromosomes will reproduce, when old chromosomes should be
removed from the population, and what operators will be used to produce children.
Often, this is referred to as the GA's replacement strategy, because in most cases, the
population mechanism merely decides which existing chromosome should be removed
from the population to make room for a new one.
Most of the recent literature down plays the role of the population mechanism
in the success of the JSSP GAs, placing the focus on crossover operators instead
[Yamada & Nakano 1995, Ono, Yamamura & Kobayashi 1996]. However, I have
found that the population mechanism is more important, because we can more easily
control population diversity through it, which leads to better results. In fact, by
using the same population mechanism, I achieve comparable results, regardless of the
crossover operators used.
In particular, I have applied three ideas to my population mechanism which lead
to these good results:
* Genocide: By killing off the entire population at fixed times and starting over,
population diversity is better maintained.
* An Elite Population: This extra set of chromosomes saves the best individuals
created by GA, regardless of the effects of genocide.
* Step-Controlled Operators: These operators control how much genetic informa-
tion propagates to children from each of their parents.
The concepts of genocide and elite populations have been used successfully in other
GA applications, but I have not seen them applied to JSSP GAs in the literature. A
Step-controlled operator is a new concept that I am introducing to GA applications,
but they are partially inspired by the work done in [Yuret 1994].
2.1 Overview of Population Mechanism
The basic idea behind my population mechanism is to maintain a small fixed-sized
population, consisting of chromosomes that represent relatively close points in the
solution space. My GA implementation also keeps an elite population which consists
of chromosomes that were found to be superior earlier in the run.
At each iteration of the algorithm, a choice is made whether or not to produce a
child using parents purely from the regular population, or to use a parent from the
elite population. Operations which use parents only from the regular population are
referred to as population operations, whereas operations that use the elite population
are called elite operations. Both the population operations and elite operations can be
a mixture of mutators and crossover operators. After the operator is chosen, a child
is produced. If the child is better than the worst member in the regular population,
and if the child's chromosome is not already present in the population, the child is
inserted into the population, while the worst member is removed.
Also at each iteration, the GA checks to see if the genocide criteria has been met.
In most of my experiments, the genocide criteria simply consisted of a check on the
current best individual's lifespan in the population. I refer to the best individual in
the population as the top dog, so this criteria is also called the top dog's lifespan. If the
best individual has been in the population for greater than a certain amount of time,
genocide occurs. During genocide, the best individual is removed, and placed into
the elite population. Afterwards, the rest of the population is destroyed and seeding
begins again. Genocide also marks the end to what I will refer to as a generation. So,
the chromosome placed in the elite population is the best individual of its generation.
This process continues until the termination criteria is met, which is just a check
of the number of operator applications used. For most of my experiments, I allowed
for 3.5 million operator applications. When the termination criteria is met, the best
chromosome in the elite population is returned by the algorithm as the solution to
the optimization problem.
See Figure 2-1 for a detailed explanation of my population mechanism, which also
points out a few more details of the algorithm. For instance, the ELITESERATE is a
parameter that I set for each experiment, which dictates how often the elite operators
are used. Also, my GA uses two different sets of operators: the POPULATIONOPERATORS
and the ELITEOPERATORS, allowing me to control which genetic operators are used in
population operations, and which ones were used in elite operations.
2.2 Genocide
Genocide is the best way I found to overcome premature population convergence, a
common problem among GAs. Premature population convergence occurs when the
best individual in the population represents a local maximum (or near to one) in
the solution space. This individual quickly takes over the population, filling it with
chromosomes that are different enough to appear as unique individuals, but having
enough characteristics of the local maximum in order to score highly. In fact, the least
fit member of the population usually has the same fitness score as the local maximum.
This prevents other individuals from entering the population, because their fitness
score must be as high, or higher than the local maximum's score. It becomes nearly
impossible for the operators to produce children in a single application which moves
the GA sufficiently far away from the local maximum in the solution space, while also
scoring higher. In this case, the GA becomes stuck, never exploring new places in
the solution space. Genocide solves this problem by completely destroying the old,
Figure 2-1: The Population Mechanism
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stale population, and creating a new set of chromosomes through seeding for the next
generation, which leads to exploration of new portions of the solution space.
One difficulty in applying the genocide technique was determining the best way to
detect convergence to a local maximum. This is a very important issues since the GA
must carefully balance exploration new areas in the search space and exploitation of
a known, high scoring region. If the detection criteria is too easily satisfied, genocide
will occur too often, preventing the GA from adequately exploring the area. And, if
the criteria is too hard to satisfy, the GA will spend too much time exploring an area
that holds no promise.
The most successful criteria I found was placing a limit on the top dog's lifespan.
In essence, whenever the population's best score went unchanged for a fixed amount
of reproduction attempts, the population was deemed to be converged, and genocide
occurred. The advantages of this criteria are its to calculate and that it does not
have any dependencies on the specific chromosome representation, genetic operators,
and optimization criteria being used. I explored other criteria that did have such
dependencies, as I will discuss in Chapter 5. Of course, one disadvantage is that the
limit is set by the user, not determined by the GA based on its own performance. The
user must hand tune this limit for different problem sizes. However, one can always
error on the side setting the limit too high, which merely causes the GA to take more
time to find good solutions.
Table 2.1 shows the effect of changing the limit with runs of the FT-10x10 bench-
mark. These experiments, as with most experiments in this thesis, were conducted
using the OSC, COX, AOX, SM, and SSM operators which will be introduced in
Chapter 4. They also use an ELITESTEPLIMIT of 30% and an ELITEUSERATE of 10%.
Each trial terminates after 3,500,000 operator applications. As we can see in this
table, the best results are obtained when the GA kills off the population after 10,000
operator attempts without any change in the top dog's score. Of course, the changes
in the average score are relatively small, but this merely shows the algorithm is flex-
ible with the limit the user sets, which is favorable. In this table, the number in
parenthesis after the best score is the number of times the best score was found.
Genocide Limit Avg Score Best Score Avg Time Best Time Trials
10,000 930.8 930 (4) 1,926,175 320,624 5
25,000 932.3 930 (5) 1,850,136 428,367 8
60,000 940.7 930 (2) 1,213,008 835,349 5
Table 2.1: Effects of varying the top dog limit
Also, average time refers to the average number of operator applications it took to
find this best score, among all the trials that did find the best score. Best time is the
minimum number of operator applications it took to find the best score.
2.3 Elite Population and Operators
I created an elite population in order to preserve favorable gene combinations between
population generations. Without this mechanism, every time a genocide occurs, all
the genetic information gained from the last generation's evolution would be lost.
Each generation would be completely independent of each other, just as if they were
produced by separate runs of the GA. This is not favorable because during the course
of each generation's evolution, the GA finds gene combinations that lead to good so-
lutions. These gene combinations, which produce phenotypes in the solutions found,
represent inherently good scheduling ideas, and seem to be independent of the individ-
ual chromosomes in which they appear. Phenotypes are characteristics that manifest
in individual solutions because of gene combinations present in their chromosomes. In
terms of a schedule, a phenotype might be the characteristic that operations (J1, 03)
and (J2, 01) always come before (J3, 01), which might lead to good solutions. If this
phenotype is favorable, then the gene combinations that cause it will often spread to
other chromosomes, allowing the entire population to benefit. However, the GA does
take time in order to discover these phenotypes through evolution, and if we simply
destroyed the entire population during a genocide, all of this work would be lost.
By using the elite population, we avoid losing phenotypes between generations,
and all the work it took to discover them. As pointed out in Section 2.1, before the
entire population is killed in a genocide, the highest scoring chromosome is placed into
the elite population for later use in reproduction. This highest scoring chromosome
most likely contains many of the favorable gene combinations that were discovered
during that generation, and so by saving it, we are saving the phenotypes as well.
When the GA uses that chromosome later during an elite operation, the GA can
insert some of those phenotypes into the current population through the child created.
This mechanism and its effects on the propagation of phenotypes will be more fully
discussed in Section 5.2.
However, I found that we cannot allow too much of the elite population's genetic
information to filter into the current population, or else the GA ends up converging to
individuals already in the elite population. For this reason, I created two parameters
which control how often and how widely elite members are used in reproduction. The
first of which is the ELITEUSERATE, which is the probability that the GA will choose to
perform an elite operation, rather than a population operation, to produce the next
child. This rate should usually be set low, in order to give the GA a chance to explore
the solution space represented by the population, without elite intervention. I found
for the FT-10x1O benchmark, the best results were achieved with an ELITEUSERATE
of 10%.
See Table 2.2 to see the effects of changing the ELITE._SERATE. As the table shows,
the average solution found decreased in quality as the ELITE-SE•RATE increases. I also
included the standard deviation of the elite members' scores to better show what is
happening. This measures the diversity of scores within the elite population. This
deviation is calculated for each trial's final elite population, and then all the trials for
an experiment are averaged together to obtain the figures for Table 2.2. As we can see,
the deviation between the scores decreases as the ELITEUSERATE increases. Basically,
as the limit is increased, the population has more of a tendency to explore places in
the solution space near the elite members, causing the population to converge again
and again in the same area. This produces chromosomes with the same score as
existing elite members, so when the top dog is added to the elite population during
genocide, repeated scores are introduced. However, with the lower use rates, we see
the GA more gradually incorporate elite genetic information, and therefore allowed
Elite Use Avg Score Best Score Avg Time Best Time Elite Score Std Dev Trials
10% 932.3 930 (5) 1,850,136 428,367 19.3 8
20% 940 937 (3) 1,653,619 1,567,025 11.6 5
50% 949.8 930 (2) 120,106 120,106 3.3 5
Table 2.2: Effects of varying the elite use rate
to better explore different areas of the solution space, leading to better results and
diverse elite member scores.
I also created the ELITESTEPLIMIT to help control the amount of influence the elite
population has on the regular population. This limit is the step size that is used by
elite operators, which basically specifies how much of the elite's genetic information is
allowed to pass into the child's chromosome during reproduction. Stepped-operators
will be more fully explained in Chapter 4, but the ELITESTEPLIMIT does represent the
most useful application of stepped-operators.
In essence, we can view the child resulting from a crossover operation between two
parents as a step from one of those parents towards the other, in the solution space.
So, when we apply an elite operation, we start at the population member's point in
the solution space, and step towards the elite. The larger the step towards the elite,
the more characteristics the child will share with the elite. Stepped-operators allow us
to attempt to control that step size. By limiting the step size to be relatively small,
we can cause the child to share more characteristics with the population member,
rather than the elite. In this way, only a small amount of elite information enters the
population with each operation application.
Table 2.3 shows how the GA's results differ due to changing the ELITESTEP-LIMIT.
The effects are not quite as dramatic as those shown in Table 2.2, but there are
similarities between results of varying of the ELITESTEPLIMIT and ELITEUSE.RATE. This
is probably because they are both mechanisms that control the elite population's
influence on the regular population. As the limit increases, the elite score standard
deviation decreases, since the GA tends to converge to chromosomes that are already
in the elite population. However, with the lower rates, the GA better explores new
areas of the solution space, leading to better results.
Elite Step Limit Avg Score Best Score Avg Time Best Time Elite Score Std Dev Trials
20% 933.8 930 (2) 1,656,440 890,794 19.9 5
30% 932.3 930 (5) 1,850,136 428,367 19.3 8
50% 945.4 930 (1) 805,959 805,959 10.5 5
Table 2.3: Effects of varying the elite step limit
2.4 Population Operators
2.5 Seeding Mechanism
As mention earlier, the seeding mechanism is the method through which the GA
creates an initial population of chromosomes. In most GA implementations, the
seeding mechanism is only used in the beginning to generate one population. However,
in my implementation, I create a new population after every genocide to allow the
GA to explore new areas in the solution space. But, how can I design my seeding
mechanism to guarantee new areas of the solution space will be explored? As it turns
out, picking a random point in the solution space, and exploring from there leads to
adequate results, due to the complexity of the JSSP search space. As shown in [Yuret
1994], picking a random point in a high dimensional space is equivalent to choosing
a point equidistant from all other known points in the solution space.
In order to achieve better results, I designed my seeding mechanism to produce
an initial population of chromosomes which represent relatively close points in the
solution space. In order to accomplish this, my seeding mechanism first creates a
random chromosome, and places it in the population. To generate the rest of the
population members, the seeding mechanism repeatedly uses a mutator operator on
this initial member, to produce more chromosomes for the population. After the
seeding is finished, the population is allowed to evolve through applications of the
population and elite operations, which include mutators and crossover operations.
Just as I limited the operator's step in elite operations, I also limit the step taken by
the mutator, so that the child is not too far from the initial member. I found that
this rate, the SEEDINGMUTATIONSTEP, lead to favorable results when set to 30%.
Seeding Mutation Avg Score Best Score Avg Time Best Time Trials
20% 932.3 930 (5) 1,850,136 428,367 8
50% 934.2 930 (2) 1,340,784 980,516 5
100% 937.2 930 (2) 1,510,790 410,200 5
Table 2.4: Effects of varying the seed mutation
Traditionally, seeding mechanisms generate initial populations by randomly gener-
ating independent chromosomes to fill the population. Other techniques also include
using some greedy scheduling algorithm to pick more favorable schedules. The prob-
lem I found with these methods is it is impossible to guarantee the chromosomes are
near each other in the solution space.
The advantages to having these initial chromosomes near each other is every child
created using the population members further explores the same area of the solution
space. If the population members were very diverse, then the GA, in essence, would
be exploring multiple areas of the solution space at the same time. This causes the
GA to take longer in finding good solutions, since its exploration efforts are being
divided.
Table 2.4 shows the effects of changing the SEEDINGMUTATION.STEP. As this table in-
dicates, the solution quality does not change significantly, but as the step is increased,
the average makespan found does increase. The low amount of change is not that
surprising, since the population has a tendency to converge quickly regardless of the
initial seeding. However, the seeding does, in the end, help provide better solution
quality.
Chapter 3
Chromosome Representation
In the last chapter, I referred to chromosomes, schedules, and solution points in very
general terms. The population mechanism was just something that manipulated these
objects, to evolve better and better solutions. However, how do we adapt genetics
and evolution to the job shop scheduling problem? The answer to this lies in the
chromosome representation, which bridges the gap between the abstract concepts of
evolution and the specific problem that is being solved. It describes what information
is contained in the chromosome, and how it translates into a schedule.
For my implementation, I chose an indirect representation, which encoded each
operation as a single gene; the gene's location in the chromosome determined when
the corresponding operation would be scheduled. The advantages of this represen-
tation are the chromosome gives a complete ordering for all operations, even across
independent jobs, and all operations occurring in the same time region, are grouped
together in the chromosome. This grouping allows the genetic operators to better
manipulate coherent scheduling information, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
I used an indirect representation instead of a direct representation, because it
provides for greater flexibility in the chromosome. A direct representation typically
contains all information relevant to the solution. For the a GA solving the JSSP,
a chromosome using a direct representation would have the stop and start times of
each operation encoded in the chromosome. This way, by examining the chromosome,
the schedule it represents can be directly seen, without any further calculations. Of
Figure 3-1: Chromosome space vs. Solution space
course, the information in the chromosome must be severely constrained so that each
chromosome maps directly into a valid, feasible schedule.
On the hand, indirect representations only have a limited amount of information
describing the solution they represent, such as the specific order the operations will
be processed on a machine. Using this information, a schedule-generation algorithm
can create a schedule, containing all start and stop times for each operation. This
operation of mapping a chromosome to a schedule is referred to as decoding. The
reverse operation, when a schedule is mapped to a specific chromosome, is called
encoding. In essence, the GA works in two different spaces: chromosome space and
solution space, where the chromosome space is the set of all possible chromosomes
and solution space is the set of all schedules. The GA alternates between these two
during its execution: evolution works in the chromosome space, and evaluation is
done in the solution space. See Figure 3-1.
3.1 Operation Priority Assignment
My chromosome representation assigns a priority level to each operation that must
be scheduled, because this is smallest amount of meaningful information needed to
create a schedule. By encoding only the minimal amount of information, there are
fewer constraints on valid chromosomes.
Why do I say operation priorities represent the minimal amount of information
needed to create a schedule? To best answer this, we should discuss how job-shop
Priority 1 2 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 16
Operation J1,02 1J4,01 J2,01 J2,02 11, 0 1 1 J2,03 J3,01 J3,02 J1, 03 J4,02 1,04 J3,03 J2,04 4, 03 J4,04 J3, 04
Figure 3-2: A Operation priority chromosome for a 4x4 JSSP
schedules are created. Suppose a job-shop foreman is trying to compute when to
schedule the operations of a n x m job-shop problem. When he begins, he knows that
he has n jobs to schedule, where each job has a specific ordering of operations. Since
each job only has one operation that can be scheduled first, he can only pick one of
n operations to release to the machines. At this point, he must make a decision, and
in order to do that, he probably uses some information to determine which operation
is best to do first. After he chooses an operation, he must pick another operation to
schedule. He will still have n operations to choose among, since the operation he just
scheduled will be replaced by the second operation of that same job. In fact, this
process will continue, and he will have to make n x m decisions in all.
Given this example, the smallest unit of information needed to make decisions is
which operation among n others, should be schedule first. Hence, in my chromosome
representation, I assign a priority level to each operation. In this manner, to determine
which of the n operations should be scheduled, we merely pick the one with the highest
priority.
See Figure 3-2 for an example chromosome for a 4x4 problem. Note, the priorities
do not have to be consecutive, just unique. Also, the operations can be out of order
in the chromosome, as (J1, 02) and (J1, 01) are in Figure 3-2, because my algorithm
uses forcing, which is discussed in Section 3.4.1. See Figure 3-3 for an alternative way
to view this chromosome, referred to as the operation priority matrix. In this repre-
sentation, each row represents a job, and each column represents the nth operation.
Entry (i, j) represents the priority assigned to the ith job's jth operation.
3.2 Decoding
The algorithm I created to decode a particular chromosome falls out of the discussion
in the previous section, with a few additional provisions. Specifically, "releasing an
Opl Op2 Op 3 Op4
Job 1 5 1 9 11
Job 2 3 4 6 13
Job 3 7 8 12 16
Job 4 2 10 14 15
Figure 3-3: A Operation priority matrix for a 4x4 JSSP
operation to a machine" is much more complicated than it seems. In essence, releasing
an operation to a machine should just place that operation on the appropriate ma-
chine's queue. However, because of the nuasances of the decoding algorithm, the best
place to put this operation might not be just at the end of the queue. There might
be idle times (gaps between consecutive operations) on that machine long enough to
process that operation earlier. To account for this, the decoding algorithm should
keep a time block list for each machine, which would contain what that machine is
doing at each instance of time. The decoding algorithm would use this information
to make sure it finds the earliest possible time it could process the operation being
released.
Here's the outline for my decoding algorithm when executed on a chromosome C
for a JSSP with L machines and K orders.
Algorithm 3.1 The Decoding Algorithm
1. Create an empty time block list TBL[i] for each machine i.
2. Create a set S containing each job's first operation.
3. Choose operation (J*, O*) from set S with the highest priority in chromosome
C. Let M* be the machine that must process (J*, O*), and let PT be the
processing time of (J*, O*) on M*.
4. If O* = 1, then let the earliest start time EST = 0, else let EST = completion
time of (J*, O* - 1).
5. Find the earliest block of idle time T in TBL[M*] starting after EST, with
length <= PT.
6. Mark T in TBL[M*] as being used by (J*, 0*).
7. If O* = L, then remove (J*, O*) from S, else replace (J*, O*) with (J*, O* + 1).
8. If S is non-empty, goto step 3.
Figure 3-4 illustrates the first few steps in this algorithm. In this figure, the
operation priority matrix is on the right side in each step, and the time block lists
are on the left. The circled operations in the operation priority matrix indicate which
operations are in the set S. After an operation has been released to the machines, it
is blocked out in the matrix.
As we can see in Figure 3-4, the first operation chosen is (J4, 01) which must be
processed on M2, for 5 hours. See Figure 1-1 for all the specifications to this problem.
Next, (J2, 01) is processed, which also must be performed on M2, for 8 hours. After
that, (J2, 02) is chosen, which is processed on M3 for 5 hours. Note, that since (J2,
01) ends at time = 13 hours, the earliest (J2, 02) can start is at time = 13 hours.
This creates a block of idle time on M3. The next time an operation is schedule on
M3, it might be able to be processed during this time block.
3.3 Encoding
Transforming a schedule to a chromosome in my scheme is fairly straightforward. The
operations in the chromosome are sorted by their start times in the schedule. If there
are any ties (two operations that begin at the same time), the operation with the
smaller machine number comes first. Then, priorities are assigned to these operations
in order, starting with priority 1.
3.4 Discussion
Chromosome representation is an important issue in genetic algorithms. The degrees
of freedom and amount of information in a chromosome directly affects the perfor-
mance of the search. Too much information in a chromosome might constrain the
search, while too little information might allow the search too explore clearly sub-
Opl Op2 Op3 Op4
Job 1 1 9 11
Job 2 G) 4 6 13
Job3 ( 8 12 16
Job4 ) 10 14 15
Time 5 10 is5
Machine 1
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Figure 3-4: Steps in the decoding algorithm
Opl Op2 0p3 0p4
Job 1 0 1 9 11
Job 2 1 4 6 13
Job3 Q 8 12 16
Job4 1G 14 15
Figure 3-5: Legality and feasibility in chromosomes
optimal solutions. Some issues to consider in chromosome design are [Cheng, Gen &
Tsujimura 1996]:
* legality of a chromosome
* feasibility of a chromosome
* uniqueness of mapping
3.4.1 Forcing Legality
Legality refers to whether a given chromosome decodes into a valid schedule for the
problem. For example, a chromosome that maps into a schedule that processes a
job's operations out of order, would be illegal. See Figure 3-5.
In the my representation, legality is implicitly forced. Forcing refers to transform-
ing an illegal chromosome into the nearest, legal chromosome. The forcing in the
given decoding algorithm is introduced by the fact only one operation from each job
is considered to be scheduled at any time.
For example, consider the case if (J1, 01) is assigned the priority 5, while (J1,
02) is assigned 1 (as is the case in Figure 3-4). Using a different decoding algorithm,
this could lead to (J1, 02) being scheduled before (J1, 01), which would lead to
an illegal schedule. However, using the algorithm given in Section 3.2, this will not
happen. Rather, eventually (J1, 01) will have a higher priority than any of the
other n operations in the set S, so it will be scheduled. On the next iteration of the
algorithm, (J1, 02) will be the operation under consideration from Job 1. It will then
be scheduled, which does result in a legal schedule, since it will come after (J1, 01).
Forcing has been shown to an effective tool in applying GAs to scheduling prob-
lems [Nakano & Yamada 1991]. Considering the ratio of legal chromosomes to illegal,
constraining the GA just to explore legal ones is too restrictive; too many chromo-
somes would be thrown away simply because they are illegal. With the given scheme,
the GA is allowed greater flexibility in the chromosomes it explores, since the forcing
mechanism will always produce a schedule close to what the chromosomes tried to
create.
3.4.2 Active Feasibility
Feasibility provides more information about the type of solutions that are produced.
Often, as in the case of JSSP, optimal solutions to the problem are known to only
lie in certain subsets of the solution space. For example, the optimal solution (using
makespan criteria) to a JSSP must be an active schedule, meaning there are no un-
necessarily delayed operations and no permissible left shifts can be made [Kobayashi,
Ono & Yamamura n.d.]. If a chromosome only maps to feasible solutions then it will
only map to an active schedule. See Figure 3-5. [Yamada & Nakano 1995, Ono et al.
1996] have shown that constraining the search to only active schedules, does lead to
successful results.
Based on these results, and my own experiments, I designed my decoding al-
gorithm to only produce active schedules. The other alternative I explored was to
include semi-active schedules, those increasing the size of subset of the solution space
being examined. However, I found that GA always kept active schedules in the pop-
ulation, weeding out any semi-active quickly. Like active schedules, semi-active do
not have any unnecessarily delayed operations, but do have operations that can be
moved forward through a permissible left shift.
Figure 3-6: Different mappings
3.4.3 Mapping Issues
Finally, mapping refers to how many different chromosomes decode to a particular
solution, and how many solutions encode to a particular chromosome. See Figure 3-6.
Mapping becomes important when considering population diversity. GAs usually
produce better results when using a more diverse population, meaning the chromo-
some in the population contain different scheduling information. One of the easiest
ways of maintaining limited population diversity is to guard against the GA having
the same chromosome more than once in the population. In this manner, the top
dog in the population will not be repeated multiple times, causing premature conver-
gence. However, using this limited guard becomes difficult if the decoding/encoding
scheme is set up to follow n-to-1 mapping: there could be different chromosomes in
the population that represent the same schedule solution.
In fact, the operational priority chromosome does allow for a n-to-1 mapping,
when just considering the decode mechanisms. This can be seen by realizing that the
particular priorities assigned to the operations does not matter as much as the order
they are actually scheduled in. In the simplest case, assigning (J1, 01) to be 4 and
(J1, 02) to be 3 will produce the same schedule as assigning (J1, 01) to be 3, and
(J1, 02) to be 4.
However, by choosing the encoding mechanism carefully, this problem can be
solved. The encoding mechanism given in Section 3.3 creates a 1-to-1 relationship
between chromosomes and schedules. Therefore, to add a given chromosome to the
population, the following is done: First, the chromosome is decoded to a schedule,
so its fitness level can be computed. Second, the schedule is encoded into a new
chromosome. If the fitness level is high enough, then the new chromosome is added
to the population, not the original one used in the decoding. Since encoding is a 1-to-1
operation, only one chromosome will be in the population for any unique schedule.
Chapter 4
Operators
As stated earlier, genetic operators are the tools/methods through which GAs cre-
ate new solutions using existing solutions in the form of parent chromosomes. For
any operator to be useful, it must be characteristic-preserving, which simply means
operators propagate the favorable characteristics of the parents, to the child [Ono
et al. 1996]. The various operators created for applying GAs to JSSP, differ from one
another in the kinds of parental information they try to preserve when creating the
child. Some operators preserve all the order information for one job from the parent,
while others try to preserve the order information for one particular machine [Ono
et al. 1996, Kobayashi et al. n.d.].
The genetic operators I have created generally try to preserve operation schedul-
ing within certain time periods of the schedule, regardless of which job and which
machines are affected. I do this because the scheduling a single operation usually has
great effects on the scheduling of other operations, even on different machines and
from different jobs. Usually, these effects have the greatest impact on the time region
the operation is being scheduled. So, if an operation is scheduled well, the effects will
be seen in that area of time surrounding the operation. By trying to preserve these
regions of time in the schedules, my operators attempt to preserve good scheduling
ideas, regardless of the jobs and machines involved.
More generally, we can view genetic operators as providing the direction in which
to explore the solution space from a known point. In essence, the population in the
Table 4.1: Performance of individual operators
GA represents a whole set of solution points. Genetic operators start at one of these
points, and travel in a certain direction and a certain distance through the solution
space to arrive at the next point to explore, i.e. the child produced by the operator.
Table 4.1 shows the performance of all the operators I created for this problem:
Alternating Order Crossover (AOX), Order Sequence Crossover (OSC), Critical Oper-
ation Crossover (COX), Shuffle Mutator (SM), and Shuffle Sequence Mutator (SSM).
These operators are described in greater detail in the next few sections. Experiments
testing mutator operators were made using the specific mutator as the only popula-
tion operator, while all three crossovers were used as elite operators. Experiments
testing crossover operators had to also use the mutator operators, otherwise con-
vergence would occur too soon. In these experiments, the only elite operator used
was the specific crossover operator being tested, while the population operators con-
sisted of the Shuffle Mutator and Shuffle Sequence Mutator. As this table shows, the
overall performance was relatively the same, regardless of the operator, which shows
my population mechanism is responsible for much of my algorithm's success. This
is especially true for the crossover operators because all experiments testing them
discovered solutions averaging near 935. The mutators, on the other hand, did not
perform as well because the GA needs to use both of them together in order to achieve
good results.
As Chapter 5 will explain, I found that the best configuration was such that the
population operators consisted only of mutators, while the elite operators consisted
of the three different crossover operators.
Operator Avg Score Best Score Avg Time Best Time Trials
SM 937 930 (2) 686,343 1,017,021 5
SSM 940.5 930 (1) 1,076,821 1,076,821 5
AOX 935.3 930 (1) 1,527,362 1,527,362 5
OSC 935 930(1) 3,185,131 3,185,131 5
COX 935.3 930 (2) 2,744,397 2,942,056 5
4.1 Stepped Operators
Normally, the distance traveled in the solution space by the operator is completely
random, but I have found that this is not necessarily desirable. Partly inspired
by [Yuret 1994], I found that controlling the distance traveled by each application
of an operator, leads to better results, especially using the population mechanism
introduced in Chapter 2. I will refer to these distance-controlled operators, as stepped
operators, since the step each operator takes in the solution space is controlled.
Of course, this name is misleading since we cannot exactly control how much
change an operator will have on a chromosome. As stated earlier, one or two su-
perficial changes in a chromosome, might lead to significant changes in the resulting
schedule, due to the decoding algorithm. Therefore, the step size is only a crude
guide for the operator, not an accurate measure of how far the child will be from the
parents. But, there is certainly correlation between the step size specified and the
actual step taken, as will be shown.
4.2 Crossover Operators
Crossover operators work to combine information from two different parent chromo-
somes, to produce a child that captures the best ideas of both. In terms of the solution
space model, we can view a crossover operator as starting from the solution point of
one parent, and taking a step towards the other parent, along some imaginary line
between the two parent points in the solution space.
In our stepped operator scheme, we will refer to the parent we start at as Parent
A, and the other as Parent B. The step size, which is always given as a percentage, is
then a measure of how far along that imaginary line the child will be. See Figure 4-1.
So, if the step size is 0%, the child will be exactly the same as Parent A. On the other
hand, a step of 100% will result in the child being the same as Parent B.
Figure 4-1: A stepped-operator crossover in solution space
4.2.1 Alternating Order Crossover
One of the earliest crossover operators I created was the Alternating Order Crossover
(AOX). The AOX is based on the idea of a bitwise crossover operators from classi-
cal GA text, since it combines genes together, regardless of locality. Unlike many
operators, the AOX does not attempt to crossover sequences of genes in the parent
chromosomes, but rather, mixes the individual genes together haphazardly. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that the operator has much more flexibility in which genes
are exchanged, allowing it to go places in the chromosome space that locality based
operators might not reach in a single step.
Algorithm 4.1 shows how we accomplished this, in formal terms. Basically, the
operator builds the new chromosome by using the job-shop foreman paradigm, with
the two parent chromosomes as advisors. Every time the foreman needs to decide
which operation to schedule next, he will consult either Parent A or Parent B, and
schedule whichever operation they would schedule next. To decide which parent he
asks for advice, he flips a biased coin, as determined by the step size. In this manner,
he will sometimes use Parent A's advice, and sometimes Parent B's, which leads to a
child that is a combination of them both.
Algorithm 4.1 Alternating Order Crossover
1. Initialize P to be 1, and create a Child chromosome with all operation priorities
set to 0.
2. Flip a biased coin, which has STEP percent chance of coming up heads.
3. If it is heads, choose O* to be the highest-priority operation in Parent A, which
is unmarked. Otherwise, choose O* from Parent B, using same criteria.
4. Assign the priority of O* to be P in Child, and let P = P + 1.
5. Mark O* in both Parent A and Parent B.
6. If there are still unmarked operations in Parent A or Parent B, goto step 2.
4.2.2 Order Sequence Crossover
Contrary to the AOX, the Order Sequence Crossover (OSC) operator does try to
preserve locality between genes. With my chromosome representation, this leads to
desirable results, since gene location helps determine useful scheduling information.
For example, if there is a sequence of operations A, B, C in a chromosome, that
means that all these operations should be scheduled around the same time, and that
A should take precedence over B, and so on. These ideas of nearness of scheduling and
precedence between operations serve well as coherent units of scheduling information.
By having the OSC preserve locality between genes the children will inherent coherent
information from both parents.
The basic idea behind the OSC is to only change a small sequence within one of
the parents. The Child starts out as a copy of Parent A. Using the step size, we pick
a subsequence of genes within the Child, and then reorganize all those operations
in the order they are prioritized in the Parent B. See Algorithm 4.2 for the detailed
description.
Algorithm 4.2 Order Sequence Crossover
1. Initialize the Child to be a copy of Parent A.
2. Compute the length of the sequence L by L = STEP * LENGTH, where
LENGTH is the number of operations.
3. Pick two random chromosome points S and E, such that the number of genes
(operations) between S and E is L.
4. Reorder all the operations that occur between S and E in the Child, such that
the operations are in the order they appear in Parent B.
4.2.3 Critical Operation Crossover
The Critical Operation Crossover (COX) is one of the only domain specific oper-
ators that I developed. COX is domain specific because it uses information from
the scheduling domain in order to create the child. Specifically, it uses the parents'
schedules to determine what operations lie on their critical paths. A schedule's critical
path is the series of operations that determine the makespan: the completion time of
each operation in the series is equal to the starting time of the next operation in the
series. In essence, each operation directly delays the start of the next operation in
the series. The series ends with the operation whose completion time is equal to the
makespan. For example, the critical path of the schedule shown in Figure 1-2 is (J4,
01), (J2, 01), (J1, 03), and (J2, 04). This path cannot be computed directly from
the chromosome.
The critical path is obviously important, since it determines the fitness level of
the chromosomes. Hence, my operator targets the operations that lie on the critical
path for crossover. In essence, COX attempts to make the Child's critical path be
similar to Parent A's critical path, but with some attributes of Parent B's critical
path mixed in. If Parent B is a successful individual then its critical path must have
good combinations of operation orderings, so the Child will benefit from having a
small amount of them. We can think of this as follows: if operation O occurs on
Parent B's critical path and Parent B is successful, then O must be important in
the particular problem, and should be scheduled as soon as possible. By moving the
operation onto the Child's critical path, O will probably be scheduled earlier, leading
to better results.
To accomplish this blending of critical paths, the COX finds operations that are
on Parent B's critical path, but not on Parent A's, so that it can target the operations
which cause the two paths to be different. COX increases the priority levels of these
operations in the Child relative to other operations occurring on the same machine.
By increasing their relative priorities, these operations should be scheduled earlier
in the Child than they were in Parent A, and therefore, are more likely to occur on
the critical path. This is because the operation in question will be placed in front of
other operations on the machine, which will probably delay those operations. Thus,
the operation will be a bottle neck in the schedule, and therefore, be on the critical
path. However, this is advantageous, since Parent B's genetic information indicated
the operation was important, and should be scheduled as early as possible.
See Algorithm 4.3 for a more detailed explanation of the operator. As this algo-
rithm points out, the COX is very choosy as to what operations will be have their
priorities lowered in order to increase the critical operation's priority. The COX only
decreases the priority of operations that have lower priority than the critical operation
in Parent B. This simply captures the idea that the critical operation should come
after the same set of operations in the Child as it does in Parent B, causing the Child
and Parent B to be even more similar.
Algorithm 4.3 Critical Operation Crossover
1. Initialize the Child to be a copy of Parent A.
2. Create a set of operations labeled C such that any operation O in C lies on
the critical path of Parent B's schedule, but does not lie on the critical path of
Parent A's schedule.
3. Initialize another set P to be empty. Any member of P will be a pair of
operations: a critical operation and a target operation.
4. For each operation O in C, add the pair (O, X) to P for all operations X that
occur on the same machine as O, and has lower priority than O in Parent B.
5. Set I = IPJ * STEP.
6. Remove a pair from P. Update the target operation's priority in the Child to
be one more than the critical operation's in the Child.
7. Decrement I by 1. If I is not equal to one, goto step 6.
8. Return the Child.
Figure 4-2: A stepped-operator mutator in solution space
4.3 Mutators
Mutator operators, like crossover operators, are tools the GA uses to create new
chromosomes. However, mutators, like their analogy in nature, only use one parent
to generate a child. Typically, a mutator operator creates a child that is a duplicate
of the parent, with some parts of the chromosome changed in a random manner. In
terms of the solution space model, mutators create a child whose solution point is a
completely random distance and direction from the the parent's solution point. In
the crossover operators, the direction of the step was always determined by the other
parent. The purpose of mutators is to introduce new schemata into the population. If
we limited ourselves simply to whatever chromosome information was already present,
we would quickly converge to some local optimum, without exploring large portions
of the solution space.
To convert mutators to our stepped-operator scheme, we simply use the step size
to determine how much of the chromosome we will mutate, or change. In this manner,
the larger the step size, the more we try to step away from the parent. See Figure 4-2
for a depiction of this idea.
4.3.1 Shuffle Mutator
The Shuffle Mutator (SM) is analogous to the AOX, in that it operates over the
entire chromosome, rather than just a sequence of it. See Algorithm 4.4 for a detailed
description of the SM. Basically, the operator shuffles genes to new locations in the
chromosome, hence, changing when the corresponding operation will be performed. It
also uses the step size to determine how many genes it should shuffle. The advantage
of this operator is that it radically tries new gene locations, leading to more diverse
solution points.
We should note that the SM does not use any kind of scheduling rules to determine
where it moves the gene. Most likely the gene will be placed in location that would
lead to an invalid schedule, if we were not using the forcing technique. This will also
result in more haphazard steps in the solution space than anticipated.
Algorithm 4.4 Shuffle Mutator
1. Initialize the Child to be a copy of Parent A.
2. Set I = STEP * LENGTH, where LENGTH is the number of operations.
3. Pick two random numbers X and Y, using a uniform distribution from 1 to
LENGTH.
4. Move the operation in the Xth gene location to the Yth gene location.
5. I = I - 1. If I > 0, goto step 3. Otherwise, return the Child.
4.3.2 Shuffle Sequence Mutator
The Shuffle Sequence Mutator (SSM) also shuffles genes to new locations, but only
operates within a certain subsequence of the chromosome. Again, by having the
operator only affect a certain subsequence, much of the schedule information for
specific time regions is preserved.
This is a fairly simple operator to implement, as Algorithm 4.5 show. Two points
S and E are picked in the parent chromosome, such that length between them is
based on the step size. Then, all the genes between those two points are reordered in
a random manner.
Algorithm 4.5 Shuffle Sequence Mutator
1. Initialize the Child to be a copy of Parent A.
2. Compute the length of the sequence L by L = STEP * LENGTH, where
LENGTH is the number of operations.
3. Pick two random chromosome points S and E, such that the number of genes
(operations) between S and E is L.
4. Randomly reorder all the operations that occur between S and E in the Child.
Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Overall Results
Table 5.1 shows the performance of my JSSP GA implementation, as compared
against others using the Fisher-Thompson 10x10 benchmark. These methods include
JOX [Ono et al. 1996], SXX [Kobayashi et al. n.d.],GA/MSX [Yamada & Nakano
1995], GVOT [Fang, H.L. & Corne 1993], GA/GAT+ECO [Davidor, Yamada &
Nakano 1993], and PGA+SBP [Kopfer, Mattfeld & Bierwirth 1994]. As the table
shows, my method performs very well for this benchmark, obtaining a better average
than all the other GA implementations. Of the ten trials ran, the optimal solution of
930 was found 8 times, while the two other trials obtained scores of 934 and 935. This
experiment used all the operators presented in Chapter 4, and had ELITEUSERATE set
to 10%, the top dog lifespan limit set to 10,000, and the ELITELIMITSTEP set to 30%.
See Figure 5-1 for a graph of the average performance of the algorithm over time
measured in operator applications. The dashed plot is the best trial, and the solid
line is the average of all the trials.
To show my algorithm wasn't optimized for the FT-10x10, I also evaluated the
algorithm using the Fisher-Thompson 6x6 and 20x5 benchmarks. The FT-6x6 is a
relatively easy benchmark, which my GA handled well, finding the optimal solution of
55 every time, in at most 13,900 operator applications. On average, the GA took only
3,600 operator applications to find the optimal. Table 5.2 shows the results of FT-
Experiment Avg Score Best Score Avg Time Best Time Trials
Proposed Method 930.9 930 (8) 1,600,000 145,222 10
JOX 931.1 930 - - 100
SSX 934.3 930 - - 100
GA/MSX 934.5 930 - - 10
GVOT 977 949 - -
GA/GT+ECO 963 930 - 200
PGA+SBP 947 930 -- 200
Table 5.1: Comparison using FT-10x10 benchmark
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Figure 5-1: Average performance of algorithm for FT-10x10
Experiment Avg Score Best Score Avg Time Best Time Trials
Proposed Method 1178.7 1178 1,391,003 495,354 5
JOX 1169.6 1165 - - 100
SSX 1217.4 1180 - - 100
GA/MSX 1177.3 1165 - - 10
GVOT 1215 1189 - -
GA/GT+ECO 1181 1213 - - 200
PGA+SBP 1188 1165 - - 200
Table 5.2: Comparison using FT-20x5 benchmark
Experiment Avg Score Best Score Avg Time Best Time Trials
Random Walk 1067.3 1053 1,373,426 526,608 3
Table 5.3: Results of random walk in chromosome space
20x5 runs compared against other published techniques. For this experiment, I used
the same parameter settings I used to solve the FT-10x10. Even without changing
any of the settings, the average solution found by my algorithm was among the best,
with only the JOX and GA/MSX performing better. However, my algorithm did fail
to find the optimal solution of 1165 in the 10 trials I ran.
To compare the effectiveness of various aspects of the GA optimizer, I ran some
experiments in which I turned off certain features. For example, Table 5.3 shows the
results of an experiment in which the GA did not use mutators or crossover operators
to optimize. In essence, the GA was merely picking random points in the solution
space, without any information from previous points already tried. This experiment
gauges the effects of the chromosome space on the solutions found. The composition
of the chromosome space and the encoding/decoding algorithms could naturally lead
to good results, regardless of optimization efforts. However, as the table indicates,
even after 3,500,000 operator applications, the average makespan found was only
1067.3. In comparison, my algorithm using evolution to optimize, on average, found
a solution with a makespan of at most 1000, after only 16,500 operator applications.
Table 5.4 gives the results of an experiment made without using genocide. In
order to allow for greater diversity in the population, I also turned off my seeding
mechanism, so that the initial population would be randomly independent of one
Experiment Avg Score Best Score I Avg Time I Best Time Trials
No Genocide 960.5 945 (1) 120,500 120,500 5
Table 5.4: Results without using genocide
another. Also, I increased the population size to 500. As the table shows, the quality
of solutions was very low, having an average of 960.5.
5.2 Phenotype and Genotypes
The existence of phenotypes within the population is evident from the success of the
elite population crossovers. The elite crossover operations were specifically designed
to allow favorable schemata, small gene combinations, to propagate to different gen-
erations. These schemata are responsible for the manifestation of phenotypes within
the population, because the individual gene combinations lead to specific character-
istics in the resulting schedules. For example, having operations (J1, 03) and (J2,
04) next to each other in the chromosome leads to schedules with (J1, 03) always
occurring before (J2, 04), which is a phenotype. If the phenotype's characteristic is
favorable, the schemata that are responsible for them will be repeated through the
population's chromosomes, leading to better individuals.
The schemata take time to emerge during evolution, and as they do, they are
used in subsequent generations, leading to better individuals, more quickly. Figure 5-
2 shows this phenomenon is present in GA runs that use elite crossovers. This figure
is a plot of the makespan of each generation's best individual, versus the generation
number. Since successive generations are not guaranteed to obtain better individuals
than the previous generations, this graph is not strictly decreasing. However, as we
can see, this graph does have a downward sloping trend, which shows the makespan of
the best individual from each generation decreases over time. The second part of this
figure shows the same graph, but for experiments run without using elite crossovers.
This graph does not share the same downward sloping trend because each generation
is independent of one another: there is no propagation of the schemata that lead
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Figure 5-3: Comparison of generation lengths with/without Elite Crossovers
to phenotypes. Figure 5-3 further supports the existence of phenotypes among the
population. This graph demonstrates length of each generation decreases over time,
due to the favorable gene combinations aiding in evolution.
The schemata that manifest phenotypes do seem to be semi-independent of the
chromosomes in which they originally appear. The ELITECROSSOVERSTEP partially indi-
cates this because when this parameter is set to 10%, favorable results are produced.
This shows that small amounts of an elite member's genetic information can be com-
bined with another chromosome to lead to an even better individual. If the schemata
0
non - · · -- · · ·
Fitness Scores using Elite Crossovers
0"
Operator Success Rate
OSC 24%
COX 9%
AOX 12%
Table 5.5: Success rates of individual elite operators
was completely dependent on the chromosome it appeared in, most of the elite mem-
ber's genetic information would have to be transfered to the child to achieve better
results. However, this is not the case.
Finally, the schemata seem to be best transfered to new individuals through the
use of the OSC operator, which indicates the phenotypes they manifest describe time
localized scheduling ideas. As Table 5.5 shows, the success rate of the OSC is, on
average, almost 4 times better than the success rates of the COX and AOX operators.
The success rate is computed by the number of children created by the operator that
actually enter the population divided by the number of times the operator is used.
Both the COX and AOX operators produce children by exchanging genes throughout
the entire chromosome, while the OSC changes only a small subsequence. Since
subsequences represent time regions in the schedule, we should realize the OSC's
success should be attributed to the fact the phenotypes present in the elite population
probably describe scheduling ideas for small regions of time.
5.3 Population Operators
From my experiments, I found that the population operators should only consist of
mutators. This means that each generation is evolved mostly by mutations on the
existing population, along with occasional crossovers with elite members. Table 5.6
shows the effects of introducing the crossover operators to the population operators.
As we can see, these crossover operators seem to slow down the GA's ability to quickly
converge to better results. In fact, the success rates of the population operators
decrease when we use crossover operators.
This result can be attributed to two causes. First, since the chromosomes present
Experiment Avg Score Best Score I Avg Time Best Time Trials
Pop Crossovers 943.3 930 (1) 1,243,678 1,243,678 5
Table 5.6: Performance with population crossovers
Population Size Avg Score Best Score Avg Time Best Time Trials
1 931.4 930 (4) 2,237,579 1,490,047 5
20 932.3 930 (5) 1,850,136 128,367 8
500 951.4 938 (2) 1,390,080 80,650 5
Table 5.7: Effects of varying the population size
in the population represent nearby points in the solution space, crossovers between
two population members probably do not produce unique chromosomes. This is
because their chromosomes are similar, so it is difficult to find subsequences different
enough to benefit from crossovers. Secondly, because of the high dimensionality of the
space, it is probably better to try random directions to explore than to use directions
based on existing population members. Therefore, the GA is more effective by simply
using mutator operators on the population.
5.4 Population Size
Through my experiments, I also found that the population size should be kept to a
moderate number, usually around 20 or so. As Table 5.7 shows, this leads to better
results than having smaller or larger population sizes. Of course the experiment with
a population size of 1 does achieve a better average, but the time it took to find
those solutions was significantly longer. Larger population sizes probably fail because
the GA's exploration efforts are being too diluted, as explained earlier. However,
shouldn't that indicate a population size of 1 would be optimal, since the GA's ex-
ploration efforts would be concentrated on one individual? In most cases, this might
be true, but I believe the population serves another purpose.
The population allows the GA to create intermediate chromosomes that are needed
to reach a final, better chromosome. If the population size was 1, then any improve-
ment made by the GA would have to be done in a single application of a genetic
operator. By having additional members, chromosomes can enter the population
which do not score better than the top dog, but are one or more steps away from
the top dog. These chromosome can be used later to create offspring which do yield
better results, allowing for better individuals to be created through multiple genetic
operator applications.
5.5 Less Successful Techniques Explored
5.5.1 Distance Measures
Distance measures are tools the GA can use to gauge how close members of the
population are to one another. This information can then be used in many different
ways. The most common is to detect when the population has converged to a local
maximum: if the distance between the population members is almost zero, then
the population has converged. Other uses include intentionally choosing distance
chromosomes to act as parents in crossovers [Yamada & Nakano 1995]. In the case
of my GA implementation, I attempted to use a distance measure as part of the
genocide criteria. I had hoped that convergence would be more quickly detected,
allowing genocide to take place earlier, thus saving wasted cpu time.
However, I encountered several difficulties in implementing this strategy. First, I
came up with numerous methods to measure the distance between two JSSP chro-
mosomes, but there was no way I could implement and test them all. The literature
was not helpful in this area either, since very few JSSP GA implementations use a
distance measure. The question of the most effective way to measure the distance
is still open-ended. The method I finally decided on using was to count how many
operations the two chromosomes' critical paths had in common.
The second difficulty was the ambiguity of the distance measure itself. Since the
chromosome space is so high dimensional, we can only use the measure to gauge the
distance between two chromosomes. There is no way we could measure the distance
between each chromosome and some fixed point in the space, and then use that
information to determine how far apart each pair of chromosomes are. Therefore,
we either have to measure the distance between each pair of chromosomes, which
is computational intensive, or use other tricks, which add ambiguity to the overall
measure.
Finally, the distance measure cannot accurately predict whether the GA is really
stuck on a local maximum, which is what we are concerned about. Population con-
vergence is only a symptom of a local maximum, but it does not necessarily mean
the top dog is a local maximum. Mutation operators might still be able to generate
a chromosome that is better, thus moving the population away from convergence.
However, the GA might have to apply the mutator operators several thousand times
before success, so to the GA, the population will appear to be converged. If the
distance measure is used as part of the genocide criteria, genocide might occur to
early, thus preventing sufficient exploration. Hence, it is better just to allow the GA
sufficient time to produce a better member, rather than to use complex measures to
try to predict whether or not the GA is stuck at a local maximum.
5.5.2 Dynamically Controlling Operator Step Size
[Yuret 1994] showed that dynamically controlling the step size taken at each attempt
to explore the solution space, leads to favorable results. I also tried this strategy in
my GA implementation, but the GA did not achieve any better results than in my
previous experiments.
My specific implementation was as follows: I controlled the step taken by elite
operators and population operators independently. The step taken by population
operators varied from 1% to 100%, linearly increasing with the lifespan of the top
dog; as the top dog grows older, the step size increases. I use the same formula
with the elite operators, except the step size varied from 1% to ELITESTEPLIMIT. I
tried several different rates for the linear increase, but did not find any improvement
in results. Rather, having the GA pick the step size randomly at each operator
application, performed better.
5.6 Contribution
In this thesis, I have shown a successful application genetic algorithms to solve the
job-shop scheduling problem. To do this, I applied several existing GA techniques to
the GA JSSP domain. These include:
* Using genocide to prevent premature solution convergence.
* An elite member population that allows for propagation of phenotypes between
generations.
I also developed several new tools to solve the problem:
* Stepped genetic operators which control the amount of genetic information given
to a child from each parent.
* A chromosome representation that more accurately captures the time relation-
ships between operations.
Finally, I created several different stepped operators:
* Shuffle Mutator
* Shuffle Sequence Mutator
* Alternate Order Crossover
* Order Sequence Crossover
* Critical Operation Crossover
As I have shown, the combination of these techniques and operators lead to fa-
vorable results.
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